A feature of the pro advertising plan is a booklet that is furnished free in reasonable quantities to the pros, imprinted with their names. This book is for distribution to the pros' members. The book has much of lively reader interest on golf. There are some good playing pointers, a large amount of information on various tournament events, a golf glossary and other reading material that represents not what some advertising guy thinks golfers want to read, but what golfers really want to read as determined by a survey of the rank and file golfers, the lads and lassies who constitute the backbone of the pros' business.

One of the stunts in the campaign to which the pros have clicked in livliest fashion is a series of monthly card releases telling of the trials and triumphs of a typical golfer called Joe Goofus. The illustrations show the hero of the advertising plot was not inspired by Golfdom's advertising manager, libel being avoided by the artist putting hair on the skull of the card character. These cards put the pro story across in nice shape. There is enough of a real-life slant to them to put Joe in the class of Andy Gump as a human interest character and the pro plug happily is not overplayed to the point where the casual reader of the card will get to the end of the first line and pass on thinking, "phooey, some more ad bushwah."

A number of pro authorities passed on the campaign before it was put into type and illustration and they have given it their critical endorsement as well as clapping hands at this latest and highly impressive indication that foresighted manufacturers are making the pros' market development the big factor in planning the growth of their own business.

**Grow Velvety Greens Like Famous Clubs in California**

Cocoos Creeping Bent seed is the genuine Cocoos Creeping Bent, discovered by Lyman Carrier in the Coquille Valley, Oregon. Cocoos provides a perfect putting surface. It stands erect, keeps its vivid green color, resists disease and withstands adverse weather. Seed supply limited, order early.

Lyman Carrier
Office: Willoughby, O.
Plant: Granger, Ind.

---

**Aluminum Golf Signs**

Weather and wear proof. Can be furnished with lettering on both sides. Yardage markers, regulation, parking, direction, and entrance signs. Also special signs to order.

Write for Circular describing signs, tee-markers, hole rims, indestructible flag-poles and other Standard Golf Course Equipment.

The Standard Manufacturing Company
Cedar Falls, Iowa

---

**Have you sent GOLFDOM your list of new officers?**